Monday August 10, 2015
Hand Delivered
Chief Deputy Tim W. Cannon
Harris County Sheriff's Office
1200 Baker St.
Houston, TX 77002
Dear Sir,
Based upon his actions Major Greenwood is a legal criminal lacking basic ethics, he has a badge and law
degree but doesn’t know right from wrong. Major Greenwood is above the law, and organizing crime in
Harris County to cover up HCSO criminal activity. Major Greenwood knowingly, willingly, intentionally
framed an innocent Harris County Citizen to conceal IAD wrongdoing. He’s doing everything he can to
protect himself and other guilty coworkers from being discovered.
Decisions are made based upon data available, Major Greenwood is using his extreme power within
Harris County to; filter data, omit data, falsify data, misuse & represent data that HCSO has officially
recorded and provided to others as evidence in order to influence decision makers. Now Greenwood is
deceiving subordinates to refer Greenwood misconduct back to the original culprit Major Greenwood.
Many IAD investigations were assigned cases with a predetermined outcome. The investigators job
was to back into a premeditated outcome. HCSO/IAD investigators may expose Greenwood and testify
with immunity. Maybe some citizens will turn-on HCSO and tell the truth with immunity. IAD
administration cover up is contingent upon support from everyone they have exploited to perpetuate
this cover-up.
Deputy Chief John Dyess was investigating Greenwood and this miscarriage of justice when he abruptly
became unemployed when Sheriff Ron Hickman joined Harris County. Not sure about Greenwood’s role
with Dyess, he is extremely powerful and I believe he has access to Harris County employees via the
personnel system which could circumvent the separation of powers. Plus, his department IAD has a
secret slush fund for confidential informants. Cash, power, control, & secrecy are a dangerous
combination for someone who can’t be trusted to follow the law. Major Greenwood stopped an
investigation into himself. This was the 4th investigation IAD Major Greenwood has derailed; he is very
powerful without oversight.
I’m bringing this to your attention; you are now responsible for HCSO, good and bad. I have the details
to support my claims and will share them when we meet. I have broken no laws, I have clean hands,
and I have always offered to sit on a polygraph and I’m sure I will be sitting alone.
Thank you for your time,
William F. Kenny
713.280.5152 .. 2240 Shadowdale Dr. .. Houston, TX 77043 .. BillKenny@FryRoad.com

